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Chaos and related dynamical instabilities are inherent features of many
non-linear systems. The transition from a steady to chaotic state are uni
versal, occurring independently of the physical properties of the system.
These features occur abundantly in lasers which provide ideal systems
for quantitative investigation of deterministic non-linear dynamics.

Since its advent more than a quarter
of a century ago, the laser has evolved as
a unique device for both fundamental
investigation and applications in optical
science and technology. In providing a
coherent and intrinsically stable emis
sion, lasers are fundamentally different
from conventional light sources where
the excited atoms (or molecules) emit
spontaneously resulting in a signal com
prising a statistical average of random or
uncorrelated emissions. However, the
conventional concept of laser emission
as an ordered and time invariant process
provides a description of but one aspect
of operation. Motivated by profound ma
thematical discoveries in recent years
which have revolutionised our under
standing of non-linear science, it has
been found that lasers, along with many
other non-linear systems in a wide range
of sciences, display a rich variety of dy
namical characteristics which are com
mon features of their operation [1],
As well as exhibiting regular and re
peatable behaviour, these systems have
also unstable, even chaotic solutions.
Furthermore, the transition from stable
to chaotic behaviour, on varying a con
trol parameter of the system, e.g. in a
laser: cavity tuning, excitation, etc.,
follows specific, well defined routes of
temporal or dynamical behaviour which
are universal in the sense that they are
independent of the physical properties
of the system they describe. It is these
signatures which have given a major im
petus to experimentalists in the subse
quent search for physical systems that
exhibit these phenomena. The exciting
discovery of deterministic instabilities in
lasers is particularly significant since
they provide nearly ideal systems for
quantitative investigations because of
their simplicity both in construction and
in the mathematics that describe them.
* Uppal is on leave from Laser Division,
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General Aspects of Non-linear Dyna
mics
Unlike linear systems, non-linear sys
tems must be treated in their full com
plexity, and so there is no general analy
tical approach for solving them.
How then can we hope to quantify
and rationalise the behaviour of such
systems? The solution lies in the appli
cation of geometric methods: i.e. study
the topological structures of the dyna
mical trajectories in phase space of the
variables describing the system. Pio
neered by Poincaré as early as 1892 in
the study of three body classical mecha
nics, only in the last few years has this
approach been re-discovered.
If an initial condition of a dissipative
non-linear dynamical system such as a
laser is allowed to evolve for a long time,
the system, after all the transients have
died out, will eventually approach a
restricted region of the phase space call
ed an attractor. A dynamical system can
have more than one attractor in which

case different initial conditions lead to
different types of long-time behaviour.
The simplest attractor in phase space is
afixed point which is asolution with just
one set of values for its dynamical varia
bles; the non-linear system is attracted
towards this point and stays there giving
a DC solution. For other control condi
tions the system may end up making a
periodic motion. The limit or attractor of
this motion is a periodic cycle called a
limit cycle. However, when the operating
conditions exceed a certain critical
value, the periodic motion of the system
breaks down into a more complex chao
tic pattern which never repeats itself.
This motion represents athird kind of at
tractor in phase space called a chaotic or
strange attractor.
The inherent feature of volume con
traction in phase space of dissipative
systems has a strong tendency to sim
plify the topological structure of the tra
jectories in phase space. This can often
mean that a complex dynamical system
with even an infinite-dimensional phase
space — governed for example by par
tial differential equations — can settle
to final behaviour in a subspace of only a
few dimensions. To recognise such be
haviour it is then essential that we first
understand the dynamical behaviour
through the topology of intrinsically low
dimensional mathematical models. The
Duffing oscillator is one such example
which describes the motion of a dam
ped, periodically forced non-linear oscil
lator with displacement (x) given by
x + kx + x3 -  cos t
where k is the damping coefficient and 
the amplitude of the oscillatory driving
signal.

Fig. 1 — Behaviour of a Duffing oscillator; a) unforced behaviour showing damped transient
oscillation to a fixed point; b) coexisting periodic or limit cycle attractors with different start
conditions; cI transients setting to steady state chaos from ref. 2.

Its behaviour can be described by the
motion of a point in a three dimensional
phase space whose coordinates are
position, velocity and time of the oscilla
tor's motion. Some representative solu
tions are shown in Fig. 1 [2]. A fixed
point solution is obtained when the for
cing term is set to zero, the system then
relaxing to a unique stable equilibrium
point (Fig. 1(a)) e.g. the rest position of a
pendulum. Stable periodic motions are
sustained by the presence of the driving
term over a range of values of k and  ,
the limit cycle behaviour also being
determined by the initial, or start condi
tions (Fig. 1(b)). For other parameter
values, the range of which is quite exten
sive, the behaviour breaks down into
chaos. In atrue three-dimensional repre
sentation, rather than the two-dimen
sional plot of Fig. 1(c), the trajectory, in
contrast to those for a fixed point and
limit cycle, never intersects itself, con
sistent with aperiodic behaviour. Evi
dently a system with three variables, or
degrees of freedom provides the mini
mum number to ensure non-intersection
of the trajectory in phase space.
By way of illustration, consider a ball
of string where the string, representing
the trajectory, intertwines and loops
without intersecting (repeating itself) to
form afinite volume (astrange attractor)
in a three-dimensional phase space. For
such parameter settings, arbitrarily
close initial conditions lead to trajecto
ries which after a sufficiently long time
diverge widely. Since a truly exact as
signment of the initial condition is never
possible, even numerically, a solution
comprising several such trajectories
must therefore evolve and as a conse
quence long-term predictability is im
possible. This is in marked contrast to
that of the fixed point and limit cycle at
tractors which settle down to the same
solutions.
Erratic and aperiodic temporal beha
viour of any of the system's variables
implies a corresponding continuous
spectrum for its Fourier transform which
is thus a further signature of chaotic mo
tion. Time series, power spectra and
routes to chaos collectively provide evi
dence of deterministic behaviour.
Of the wide range of possible routes
to chaos, three have emerged as par
ticularly common. These are period
doubling [3], intermittency and two-fre
quency scenarios. In the first, a solution
which is initially stable is found to oscil
late, the period of which successively
doubles at distinct values of the control
parameter. This continues until the num
ber of fixed points becomes infinite at a
finite parameter value, where the varia-
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tion in time of the solutions becomes
irregular. For the intermittency route, a
signal that behaves regularly in time be
comes interrupted by statistically distri
buted periods of irregular motion, the
average number of which increases with
the external control parameter until the
condition becomes totally chaotic. The
two frequency route is more readily
identified with early concepts of turbu
lence, considered to be the limit of an in
finite sequence of instabilities (Hopf bi
furcation) evolving from an initial stable
solution each of which creates a new
basic frequency. It is now known that
only two or perhaps three instabilities
(frequencies) are sufficient for the sub
sequent generation of chaotic motion.
Chaos in Lasers
Our conventional understanding of
laser physics is concerned with how co
operative order evolves from random
ness. This transition is explained by first
considering the ensemble of lasing
atoms in thermal equilibrium. Every
atom executes a small motion, giving
rise to an oscillating electric dipole,
described by linear dynamics. For larger
motions, the atomic dipoles have to in
terfere with one another's motion and
beyond a particular threshold, the mo
tion becomes "cooperative" or ordered
over long range. The role of the e.m. field
in the laser cavity in ordering the indu
ced atomic dipoles is collectively descri
bed as giving rise to a macroscopic pola
risation, the magnitude of which de
pends on the number of dipoles (excited
atoms). The dynamical Interplay bet
ween the cavity field as one variable and
the atomic material variables of polarisa
tion and population of excited atoms, all
of which are in general complex quanti
ties, provide a full description of lasing
action. For the simplest laser, a single
mode 2-level system with a homoge
neously broadened gain, these reduce to
just three real variables.
Described in this way the laser acts as
a single oscillator in much the same way
as the mechanical non-linear oscillator
considered earlier, where laser output
represents damping of the oscillator and
excitation of the atoms is the driving
mechanism to sustain lasing (oscilla
tion). For ordered or coherent emission,
it is however necessary for one or both
of the material variables (which are
responsible for further lasing emission)
to respond sufficiently fast to ensure a
phase correlation with the existing cavi
ty field. This is readily obtained in many
typical lasers with output mirrors of
relatively high reflectivity, since varia
tions in field amplitude within the laser
cavity will then vary slowly compared to
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Maxwell-Bloch
Lorenz
É = - kE + kP
x = - x +  y
P =  ED -  P
y = - xz + rx - y
D =  ,λ( + 1) - D - λλEP
z = xy - bz
where for the Maxwell-Bloch equations k is the cavity decay rate, y is the
decay rate of atomic polarisation,  is the decay rate of population inversion,
 is the pumping parameter, Eis the field inside the cavity, D is the population
inversion and P isthe atomic polarisation. Consider the trajectory of the Lorenz
attractor where in the equivalent laser system the dynamic variables x, y and
z are the field amplitude (E), polarisation of the medium (P), and the population
inversion (D).
the fast material variables which may
then be considered through their equili
brium values. This situation, commonly
referred to as adiabatic elimination of
the fast variables, reduces the dynamics
of lasing action to that of one (or two)
variable, the field (and population), all
others being slaved to adapt constantly
to the slowly varying field variable.
Our familiar understanding of DC laser
action presupposes such conditions to
hold. However when for example the
level of excitation of the atoms is in
creased to beyond acertain value, i.e. the
second laser threshold, all the dynami
cal variables may have to be considered.

So even the simple single mode laser
comprising three variables has a suffi
cient, though minimum, number of va
riables (or degrees of freedom) for the
generation of chaos. Conceptually, then
even this simple system is capable of
chaotic motion, the lasing emission
from which will be aperiodic in time and
have a spectral content which is broad
band. Prediction of such a behaviour
was initially identified by Haken through
observing the mathematical equiva
lence of Maxwell-Bloch equations des
cribing the laser action [6] to those
derived earlier describing chaotic mo
tion in fluids [7] (see Table).

Fig. 2 — Trajectories in the three dimensional phase space of the Lorenz attractor.
a) Parameter r is less than 1, and all trajectories approach stable equilibrium at the origin.
b) Trajectories attracted to two new stable equilibria for r just greater than 7.
c) Chaotic trajectory for r = 28. a) and b) from ref. 2 and c) from ref. 8.

Fig. 2 (a,b,c) shows a sequence of tra
jectories on increasing the value of one
of the control parameters in the Lorenz
equations. For the equivalent laser sys
tem, the dynamic variables x, y and z are
the laser field amplitude, polarization of
the lasing medium and population inver
sion of the medium respectively. For a
control setting near zero, all trajectories
approach stable equilibrium at the ori
gin, the topological structure of the
basin of attraction being hyperbolic
about zero. For the laser equations, this
corresponds to operation below lasing
threshold for which the magnitude of
the control parameter (laser gain) is in
sufficient to produce lasing. This solu
tion is similar to the fixed point solution
of the Duffing oscillator (see Fig. 1(a))
although the trajectory to the fixed point
(transient behaviour) does not spiral in
as for the latter.
As the control value is increased, the
basin lifts at its zero point to create an
unstable fixed point here but with now
two additional fixed points located inthe
newly formed troughs on either side of
the zero point which is now a saddle
point. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(b)
where the system eventually settles to
one or other of the two new and symme
tric fixed points depending on the initial
conditions. This corresponds to DC or
constant lasing as defined by the para
meter values of one or other of these
points which are indistinguishable. Pictorially think of a conventional saddle
shape comprising a hyperbolic and in
verted hyperbolic form in mutually per
pendicular planes and connected tan
gentially at the origin. With the curve of
the inverted hyperbola turned up at its
extremity and filling in the volume with
similar profiles which allow the two
hyperbolic curves to merge into a topo
logical volume, one sees that a ball pla
ced at the origin is constrained to move
most readily down either side of the in
verted hyperbolas into one or other of
the troughs formed by this volume. This
topology may be loosely contrasted
with that underlying limit cycle beha
viour for the Duffing oscillator for which
the original hyperbolic basin lifts at its
zero point to create an annular trough
about zero in which a ball will conti
nuously orbit giving a periodic solution.
For the Lorenz system, chaotic beha
viour occurs at larger values of the con
trol parameter when all three fixed
points become saddles. Since none of
the equilibrium points is now attracting,
the behaviour of the system cannot be a
steady motion. Although perhaps diffi
cult to visualise topologically, it is then
possible to find a region in this surface
enclosing all three points and large

enough so that no trajectories leave the
region. Thus all initial conditions outside
the region evolve into the region and re
main inside from then on. A correspon
ding chaotic trajectory is show in Fig.
2(c). A point outwardly spirals from the
proximity of one of the new saddle
points until the motion brings it under
the influence of the symmetrically pla
ced saddle, the trajectory then being
towards the centre of this region from
where outward spiralling again occurs.
The spiralling out and switching over
continues forever though the trajectory
never intersects. A recording of one of
these variables in time, say fora laser the

output signal amplitude (in practice
recorded as signal intensity, proportional
to the square of the field amplitude),
then gives oscillatory emission of increa
sing intensity with sudden discontinui
ties (resulting from the flipping from one
saddle to the other of Fig. 2(c)) as ex
pected. An experimental example of
such behaviour for a single mode opti
cally pumped far infrared molecular laser
is shown in Fig. 3.
While the Lorenz/Haken model is at
tractive for its relative simplicity, many
practical lasers cannot be reduced to
this description. Nevertheless the under
lying topology of the trajectory of solu-
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tions in phase space for these systems is
often found to be relatively simple and
quite similar. For example the Lorenz
type behaviour in Fig. 3 is for a 3-level
laser which has no clear mathematical
equivalence to the 2-level Haken sys
tem. In other lasers for which there is
adiabatic elimination of one or other of
the fast variables, chaotic behaviour is
precluded if, as a consequence, the
number of variables of the system is re
duced to less than three.
For these systems the addition of an
independent external control parameter
to the system, such as cavity length or
loss modulation, have been extensively
considered as a means to provide the
extra degrees of freedom, as for the
external drive of the Duffing oscillation
considered above. In contrast for multimode rather than single-mode lasers, in
trinsic modulation of inversion (or pho
ton flux) by multimode parametric inter
action ensures additional degrees of
freedom. Furthermore, when the field is
detuned from gain centre, the field
amplitude, polarization and population
inversion are complex, providing (in the
absence of adiabatic elimination) five
rather than three non-linear equations
for single mode systems which is more
than sufficient to yield deterministic
chaos for suitable paramater values.
Also of significance is the remarkably
low threshold found for the generation
of instabilities and chaos in single mode
inhomogeneously broadened laser sys
tems.
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Conclusions
Of the variety of physical systems that
exhibit instability phenomena, lasers be
cause of their simplicity provide nearly
ideal systems for quantitative investiga
tions in both construction and the ma
thematics that describe them. These
features are fundamental to the rapid
establishment of lasers in this multidis

Fig. 3 — Lorenz type chaos in NH3laser emitting at 81 µm optically pumped by a N2O laser
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ciplinary field where in recent years
there has been a proliferation of results
from a wide range of laser systems.
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